March 2019
Next meeting:

Annual General Meeting at Richmond Yacht Club Monday 8

April
The evening will start at around
7:30pm with President Bob meeting,
greeting and ‘shouting’ the bar.
Members are invited to attend AGM
which should start at around 8pm —
allowing all to have a say in the running
of CANANZ.
FINANCIAL members are allowed to
vote and help elect our new committee.
Bob McDavitt is standing down as President at this AGM
A copy of the Annual Report has been sent to all members and may be downloaded from https://cananz.mobilize.io/file_attachments/77937/download
If you wish your apology to be recorded email it to bob.mcdavitt@hotmail.com

After the AGM, Chad Thompson
sailed in the Devonport Yacht Club
three-handed, three-legged yacht
race on Fri 8/ Sat 9 March and will
tell us about some weird weather.
We cancelled our Summer Cruise
that was organised for Sat 9 March,
so this account, as a duet with Chad
Thompson and Bob McDavitt, may
well be of interest.

Summer Cruise:
9 Saturday 9 March —- It was meant to clear after the Friday front and be OK
for our summer cruise to Snapper Bay on Motuihe Island. But there was still
rain around in the morning, and the wind hadn’t swung around to the southwest yet , and there was a left over northerly swell. SO we cancelled.
Chad will be able to tell us a good story at our AGM about his observations
of that Friday “ FRONT”.

And we may try another cruise again during Easter.

From your President
As promised at our last AGM, your committee has arranged a prize for the “most appropriate article”
submitted to our newsletter.
This has been judged to be
“Drogues in Heavy Weather” by Don Brazier

(Don was overseas when the committee voted so didn’t get to vote for himself).
The Prize can be presented at the AGM.
We are repeating this article in this newsletter

I didn’t get any replies to my usual call for articles this time, so that will be
half this newsletter, and an article on Cloud watching from me will be the
other half.
The VICTORIA 2018 travelogue video, based on our patron Jim Lott’s talk
last December is now available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2kTaN4BYOkY
Or go to our website at www.cananz.org.nz and click on VIDEOS at top
right.
All the Best.
President Bob, March 2019 newsletter.
====================================================================

Drogues in heavy weather
By Don Brazier
When running before a strong and possibly increasing wind, even under
bare poles, there will often come a time to consider slowing down.
Captain Voss the famous ocean sailor was one of the first to write about the
dangers of running too fast down wind. He sailed round most of the World in
his three masted, 38 foot sailing ‘canoe’ Tilikum setting out in 1901. It shows
that the problems of sailing down wind have been recognized for years and
it is a great description.
In his book entitled ‘ The Venturesome Voyages of Captain Voss ‘ he tells of
departing Tasmania bound for Invercargill New Zealand and before long
there was a gale.
“The wind continued blowing and the boat increased her speed as it got
stronger. I took in one sail after the other until she was running under a
mainsail only… In running with the wind and sea I could sit in the cockpit
with the tiller in my hand, hour upon hour, and watch her going along. Sailing of this sort is a pleasure.
It was four o’clock in the afternoon, the wind was increasing, and the seas
getting larger. and I was thinking to myself about heaving to, when all of a
sudden I heard the noise of a breaking sea coming up behind us… it turned
out to be a bad one and the boat was not quick enough to raise her stern to
the occasion, so the sea broke over us….after that reminder I hove to under
sea anchor and riding sail….Apparently the Tilikum enjoyed it very much,
raising her body over the large seas with almost as much ease as the albatross, of which an ample number swarmed around us”.
The sea anchor mentioned was a conical shaped heavy canvas structure
four feet long with the mouth of the cone kept open by a galvanized metal
ring with a diameter of 22 inches. Four lines were attached around the ring,
and these were then were shackled to the warp 150 feet long.
This structure was more of a size that would these days be called a drogue.
Voss’ account reminds us how easy it is to run down wind, especially when
heading in the right direction for your destination! Very often you do not notice the wind strength increasing until it is too late. If sailing to windward you
have plenty of warning of deteriorating conditions as the boat’s motion becomes more violent, spray starts flying and the decks are wet. Generally
when running, if seas are not breaking, then conditions are not too bad. But
running in big breaking seas can lead to surfing at maybe 15 knots or more
especially in a multihull, even under bare poles. Your boat may track well,
but things happen very quickly at speed. Steering in foaming, breaking seas
is not so reliable and there is always the possibility of broaching or burying

the bows in the back of the wave ahead

Even if you are not so unlucky as to have a sea break over your boat, the
risk 0f broaching increases rapidly the faster you go.
Before I first started ocean sailing I had imagined very long ‘lengths’ of
breaking seas bearing down on the boat similar to waves breaking on a
beach. But in fact the patches of breaking crests on each approaching sea
seem much more random. Sometimes you are picked up by a huge, steep
sea that does not break, at other times the sea will break just as it reaches
you and cause more mischief! To some extent it is luck whether you avoid
them or not. The greater wind strength the more the areas of breaking sea.

The answer is to slow down and lessen the kinetic energy of your boat

by trailing warps or a drogue of some sort from the stern. Some sailors have
used tyres and chain on the end of a long warp. Other examples are the Sea
Brake a conical device with flaps which open inwards under pressure, the
Sea Claw, Gale rider drogues, and the Jordan Series drogue.
I first used a drogue on a return voyage to New Zealand from Tonga in 1994
in my 40 foot sailing Catamaran. We used a short length of chain on the ‘Sea
Brake’ drogue connected to 100 metres of 16mm polyester warp and a bridle
off the stern. We have fairleads on the tops of the stern posts. Winds were 40
to 50 knots but the drogue reduced surfing. Earlier, under bare poles, surfing had been up to 13 knots at times (which causes a mix of exhilaration
and fear ! ). The drogue reduced our average speed to about 4 to 5 knots.
At that time we were tiller steering and had a foot well in the stern deck
where we sat. These days we use wheel steering in the new central deck pod
which is much more comfortable. On one occasion we were pooped just because of where we happened to be as the wave crest broke over the stern.
Without a drogue out we probably would have accelerated away, ahead of
the breaking sea, but it was preferable to be restrained by the drogue and
stay lined up with the seas. It is quite a shock to suddenly be in breaking
water up to your waist, but in moments it had all gone, draining away
through the stern netting and the slatted decks.
There were some mean, steep cross seas at times which seemed to roar
through like express trains, but we hand steered to keep the stern into the
seas. One point to mention is that a catamaran will not respond so quickly to
the helm with a drogue out, so you need to keep a careful weather eye out
and start to turn in good time especially with cross seas.
There is a great deal of energy involved with each approaching sea, the wave
water is going up in a trochoidal pattern but the energy is surging forwards
often at 25knots or more. As your boat gathers more and more speed its ki-

netic energy increases exponentially. If you broach or bury into the wave
ahead that energy has got to go somewhere and there is going to be damage. The faster you go the bigger the potential problem!
I had another experience last November worth relating , this time using a
‘Coppins Sea Claw’ drogue. My son had purchased a 40 foot Kurt Hughes
Trimaran which was berthed in Mana Marina Plimerton just North of Wellington on the West coast. My son, John Woods a fellow Cananz member
and I flew down to Wellington to sail the boat up to Auckland.

Figure 1: Don with
the drogue used on
Katipo
The boat was well
equipped but except
for a brief test sail
before making the
purchase my son
Shay had not sailed
the boat. We spent a
couple of days preparing for the voyage and watching
the weather carefully.
There was a parachute on board and also a Sea Claw drogue which we set
up ready to go on a long warp attached to a bridle shackled to heavy duty
webbing straps around the rear main cross beam on either side. The lines
were carefully flaked and the lashed ready to cut loose if it was necessary to
set the drogue.

Figure 2: A close up of
the drogue used on Katipo showing the flaps that
open to increase drag

Figure 3: The eyebolt used as
an anchoring point on the stern
of each hull of Katipo for the
drogue bridle.
The boat was well equipped but
except for a brief test sail before
making the purchase my son
Shay had not sailed the boat.
We spent a couple of days preparing for the voyage and
watching the weather carefully.
There was a parachute on board
and also a Sea Claw drogue which we set up ready to go on a long warp
attached to a bridle shackled to heavy duty webbing straps around the rear
main cross beam on either side. The lines were carefully flaked and the
lashed ready to cut loose if it was necessary to set the drogue.

Drogue eye bolt on the stern of
Katipo

We set off with a forecast 25
knot NW wind which should have
been fine to run before through
Cook Strait. We gave the Karori
Rip a wide berth and all was well
but then the wind started
rising . The forecast had underestimated the situation which
had rapidly intensified and by
the afternoon we were running under bare poles, hand steering with winds
over 50 knots and gusting over 60 knots. The seas became wild, huge and
unpredictable we started surfing at times up to 16 knots and opted to set the
drogue. The line snaked out at great speed and unfortunately at one point
tangled. As the Sea Claw gripped the water to our relief our speed reduced
to six to eight knots and steering again became manageable. Occasionally
we could see the drogue near the surface of the water way back in the face
of the same long wave face we were speeding down. A few times the drogue
broke free as we careered down the wave face our speed suddenly increasing from maybe five to eleven knots before the drogue bit into the seas
again. The reason was likely the tangle which had markedly reduced the
total warp length.

We steered all night and were pooped twice by breaking crests. We steered
in half hour shifts as it was both wearing and cold at the helm. It proved
best to receive the bigger seas on the quarter.
Dawn brought diminishing winds although the seas were still large. We
started to retrieve the drogue which seemed t be coming in suspiciously
easily until we pulled in the frayed warp end. The huge loading on the tangled warp had parted the warp probably some time before dawn. The wind
slowly went round to the South East and we were well out of the strait by
now, so a sail with a beam wind up to Napier was welcomed.
Strong winds at East Cape kept us anchored waiting in Napier for two days,
the rest of the voyage was relatively uneventful. We were all very impressed
with the way the Trimaran handled in the severe weather.
Another Sea claw will be purchased and some simpler chute system will be
developed to launch the drogue and warp easily, safely at short notice if
needed.
CONCLUSIONS
Running off works well and definitely puts much less stress on a boat but
the down side to running off is you stay with the weather system much longer until it either moderates or sweeps on past you. If you are going in that
direction anyway it is fine but if not it can mean you can lose much ground.
The other problem is that if hand steering it can get really exhausting, cold,
wet and miserable and if single handed or just say a couple of people on
board there is a limit, especially if it goes on for days which can happen.
Exhaustion can lead to mistakes and bad decisions.
Generally it would seem preferable to hand steer so that you are aware of the
conditions and keep the boat well lined up especially if occasional steep
cross seas are a problem.
On the other hand I have spoken to sailors who rely on windvanes or tiller
pilots and have coped. Running is not the ideal direction for using a
windvanes and you can expect a little yawing which is a potential problem,
also in huge seas the wind pressure is not even as you surge down into a
trough.
A drogue will probably not adequately keep you lined up into the seas without hand or self steering.
Strong anchoring points must be organized at the stern for the drogue warp
( or bridle if a multihull).
The bridle, warp and drogue needs to be readied – perhaps carefully flaked
into a large plastic container like a fish box, because once the drogue is cast
overboard the line will run out quickly – keep your legs and feet well clear !

It would be interesting to hear of other CANANZ members experiences with
drogues.

Reference sources you may find interesting

Storm Tactics - the Pardeys
Drag Device Data Base by Victor Shane ( very good )
The Venturesome voyages of Captain Voss
The Sea Anchor and Drogue Handbook Shewmon
Rescue in the Pacific by Tony Farrington
==============================================================
Cloud Reading using Isobars (by Bob McDavitt)
Weather forecasts follow the scientific principal of observe, theorise, experiment, and report. We gather data, capture a pattern, and extrapolate its
trends to inform weather users of the most likely next change. Computers
help us by doing the number crunching to run mathematical models based
on known atmospheric Physics and to extrapolate the captured pattern
across a matrix of dots.. However, weather is a mix of pattern and chaos.
Things unravel chaotically in the real world so that it deviates from the extrapolated pattern. To evaluate the larger picture and take into account computer models, the season, and similarities with previous patterns, MetService
uses a team of skilled and experienced meteorologists to produce the weather forecasts. By knowing how to tweak the words used in a forecast with your
own local knowledge and your own eye-on-the sky, you can enhance its usefulness.
Weather forecasts sometimes mention rain, and sometimes mention showers. By reading your own clouds and noting how they are changing, you can
work out where and when any forecast rain or showers may eventuate in your
area.
All clouds contain rising moist air but only a few produce rainfall. Basically,
there are three types of clouds: flat ones, wavy ones and bubbly ones. The
factor that determines the type of cloud and any resulting rainfall is “upward
motion”.
Flat clouds are the result of gentle large-scale upward motion that is encountered by air rising slantwise along a slope such as a frontal boundary. These
layers of rising air have little and slow-changing buoyancy: a condition which
is called stable air. They produce rain.
Bubbly clouds are a sign of rapid upward motions which occur on a small
scale in time and space when the atmosphere has lots of triggered buoyancy,
and is called unstable. They produce showers.
Wavy clouds are produced when strong winds blow over a range of mountains on a stable day Supercooled cloud droplets form in the lower pressure
pockets that ripple downstream. These clouds are called Altocumulus Lenticularis. These clouds are usually dry.

In order to be able to share our cloud watching experiences with others we
need to learn a few cloud names. The names we use were introduced in
England by Luke Howard (a Chemist) in1802. The main two Latin words are
“Stratus” for flat or stable and “Cumulus” for lumpy or unstable. These are
combined to describe a flat low layer of cloud with a bumpy base as
stratocumulus.
The word “nimbus” is used to indicate rainfall. For flat clouds it is used as a
prefix as in “nimbostratus” and the other has the suffix “nimbus” as in
cumulonimbus.
Height above the ground is divided into thirds as follows: “Cirrus” is used for
those hairy looking clouds high in the sky and the prefix “cirro“ is attached
to other clouds so high that they are made of ice crystals,. The prefix “alto”
is added for middle clouds (same meaning of the word is used for the alto
voices in a choir). Middle clouds are composed of liquid droplets and some
of these may have a temperature below zero Celsius (supercooled). Low
clouds do not carry a prefix, and are distinguished by being modified by the
terrain or “feeling the ground”.

Average atmospheric pressure on planet earth is 1013.25hPa. The nearest
isobar to this is the 1012, and indeed this is a magic isobar. It can be taken
as the dividing line; at any one time the isobars higher than 1012 will always
be balanced by those lower than 1012. Robert FitzRoy selected the word
CHANGE to describe the 1000 to 1012 mean sea level pressure zone on a barometer. Usually the 1012 isobar is the straightest on the weather map. Isobars with lower numbers are associated with cyclones and can (as a rule-ofthumb) be called cyclonic. Isobars with high numbers are associated with
anticyclones and can (as a rule-of thumb) be called anticyclonic. Usually, but
not always, anticyclonic isobars are associated with stable air, and cyclonic
isobars are associated with unstable air.

In New Zealand flat, wavy, and bubbly clouds often co-exist, especially near
the mountains. Even when the weather map and large scale clouds indicate a
“stable day”, a fresh breeze blowing onto a range of mountains from the sea
can produce cumulus clouds and showers on the windward slopes. Also,
stability can change during the day and this can be seen in the clouds: a day
may start with a flat deck of stratocumulus which has a lumpy underbelly,
and by afternoon the cloud deck may have changed to a flat underbelly,
indicated a change to unstable air. The clouds may then “burn off” and break
up into cumulus clouds with lumpy tops.
Being able to judge stability by reading weather maps and clouds is both an
art and a science. To help you read the clouds, MetService has cloud posters
downloadable from
https://about.metservice.com/our-company/learning-centre/posterdownloads/.

